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Degree Program Outcomes

Cip Code: 39.0699

48 Credit Hour degree
$660^ per Credit Hour ($31,680^ for total per credit hour fee {48 hours})
$195** per semester for student fees
$125* per course (books/supplies)
Intensive fees vary
Takes 4 years to complete (cohort format)
Upon completion of the degree, the MAPM graduate will be able to:
demonstrate an understanding of major theological, liturgical, and pastoral themes in
Catholic theology through effective communication in classroom and pastoral settings;
demonstrate an ability to analyze major magisterial, theological, and ritual texts useful in
pastoral ministry;
demonstrate an ability to analyze the various religious and social contexts at work in the
graduate’s pastoral setting;
demonstrate, among peers and among members of the communities the graduate serves,
the ability to reflect theologically, bringing into conversation the challenges of pastoral
ministry, the social context, and the wisdom of the tradition;
demonstrate among peers and among members of the communities the graduate serves,
the personal and professional maturity needed to effectively collaborate with others in
ministry;
articulate a theology of ministry which is both faithful to the Catholic tradition and
sensitive to the unique needs and challenges of the communities the graduate serves;
demonstrate competence in a breadth of ministerial knowledge and skills appropriate to
general pastoral ministry;
cultivate a consistent practice of collaborative learning thanks to membership in a
formational cohort that has prepared the graduate for ministry on a pastoral team.



In the years 2011, 2012, and 2013, 10 total students graduated from the MAPM program
o 0 took an average of 18 credit hours.
o 10 took an average of less than 18 credit hours per a year and completed their degree
in an average of 4.0 years.



Occupations
o Clergy and Lay Ecclesial ministers
o Secondary Teachers
o Religious Workers, All Others

^ Tuition per credit hour is subject to change
*Estimated
**Student Fees are subject to change
#School does not offer Room and Board

